A Lovely Little Game Of

Warehouse
Encounters

Sinister warehouses and
other sketchy venues
make SMK location
scouting the coolest gig in
Hollywood—er, D.C.

Amanda Is
Underestimated

The Russians Are Coming
It wouldn’t be a
Reagan-era spy
show without
Soviet-sponsored,
vodka-swilling bad
guys and gals
lurking around
every corner.

Lee/Amanda
Overdo It A Little

We’re looking at you,
Stetson… that is, when
we’re not looking
at Francine.

Sometimes spies get carried
away. Remember, people:
“need to know.” And Amanda
has a phone, Scarecrow —
no need to keep showing up
at her window…

Lee Gets Jealous

Back Porch Encounters

“I just don’t see you two
together.” Gee, Lee,
wonder why…

Lee Saves Amanda/
Amanda Saves Lee

And we know that a sweet
hug, stern lecture, or cute
one-liner is soon to follow.

Smashed-Up
Station Wagon

If they gave out Purple
Hearts for cars, Amanda’s
ride would surely be the
most decorated
vehicle in
history…

Nothing says “I’m a spy,
you’re a baseball mom
living a double life ” like a
clandestine conversation on
a suburban back porch (or
in Amanda's gazebo).

“Stay In the Car”
Keep trying, Lee. One of
these days she might
actually do it.

Amanda Has Standards
Hold up, SMK peeps.
Amanda’s not going to do
the wrong thing, even for
the U.S. government. And
quit trying to share a room
with her, Scarecrow…

Love In An Elevator

Amandarambles

Something about those
sliding doors seems to bring
on the arguments, sweet
moments, and discussions
about sorority house
break-ins and taxicab hailing.

Oh, Amanda.
You’re never more adorable
than when you ramble.

Got Gadgets?

Fun With Francine

Porsche in Peril/
Corvette in Crisis

Lee’s (other) baby went
through tough times
indeed, in the form of cliff
crashes, crazy car chases,
and Amanda’s inability
to drive a stick.

Amanda
Doesn’t Listen

Tiny cameras, lock picks,
handcuffs and other groovy
gadgets help agents do their
agent thing…and have big
fights about microdots…

She’s feisty, she’s
fashionable, she’s
foreign-language fluent,
and she’s fabulous. Just
watch out for those
zingers…

Which usually leads to
adventure and mayhem…
or closing the case
and rescuing Lee.

EVERY EPISODE

Awesome Action
Sequences

True fans know that plot
craters and improbable
story lines are all part
of the fun!

Exits by helicopter,
escapes by boat, flying
leaps, and explosions...no
wonder our favorite
partners don’t have time
to notice they’re in love.

Lee and Amanda
Are Just Friends

Oh, Lee and Amanda. You
can say it all you want, but no
one believes you.

Zany Bad Guys and Gals

Amanda King,
Mama Bear

Fashion Disasters

SMK Goes Over The Top

EVERY EPISODE
They abound on SMK—and
have you noticed how many
of them seem to drink tea,
sport accents, or skulk about
the Virginia countryside?

“Two Small Boys”

Amanda loves to remind us
about her “two small boys,”
who somehow managed to
stay 8 and 10 for the
entire series.

Don't even think about
messing with Amanda”s
boys; and boys, you better
get upstairs and do
your homework.

Lee and Amanda
Are Painfully Obvious
Lee and Amanda are good
at solving cases, but their
feelings for each other
might be the worst-kept
secret in the spy biz.

It was the ‘80s. So you
can pretty much mark
off this square as soon
as you start watching.

Lee’s Losing It

Jaw clenched? Voice
rising? Cheek muscle
flexing? Better run for
cover, Scarecrow is about
to lose his stuffing…

